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A BSTRACT
As an input device, fabric holds potential benefits for three dimensional (3D) interaction in the domain of surface design, which includes designing objects from clothing to metalwork. To investigate
these benefits, we conducted an exploratory study of different users’
natural interactions with fabric. During this study, we instructed
users to communicate various shapes and surfaces of varying complexity. A prevailing way of communicating shapes proved to be
an in-the-air sketch metaphor. Based on this result, we proposed
and implemented a system supporting three in-the-air sketch-based
input devices: a point, a flexible curve, and a flexible surface. A
preliminary feasibility study found that users successfully sketched
objects and scenes despite the influence of tracking issues, suggesting lessons learned and relevant constraints for such systems in future work.
Index Terms: H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: User-centered design—
Input devices and strategies; H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: User-centered
design—Graphical User Interfaces;
1

I NTRODUCTION

3D surface design is used in many contexts, ranging from the more
constrained and precise, such as engineering, to the freeform, such
as art. 3D modeling programs such as Maya, SolidWorks, and 3D
Studio Max all can be used for 3D surface design, but the keyboard and mouse interactions such programs support may not be
sufficiently expressive for the more freeform applications. Even today, major car manufacturers such as GM favor the use of clay over
computer-based modeling to sculpt small to full size car models[1].
Direct manipulation of a medium can be beneficial compared to
traditional keyboard and mouse input.
3D interaction via physical user movement and hand gestures in
a physical space can provide for freeform expression. The characteristics of such 3D interaction and the impact of that interaction
are not completely known. Concerns with this specific kind of 3D
interaction include imprecision, by both the system and user, and
fatigue. Our broader research goal is to improve 3D interaction
methods for 3D surface design, through evaluating novel input devices with features that complement the domain space.
With this study of intuitive 3D interaction, surface design systems can be made easier to use, making relevant domains more accessible to a wider audience. For example, garment design, which
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can have a prohibitive initial investment due to the cost of materials
and initial learning curve, can be made more accessible to novices.
We hypothesize that three characteristics of 3D interaction are
the most important for surface design. First, two-handed interactions more easily support surface manipulations such as making
curves and shaping; forming a hill in a surface of sand seems easier
to perform by moving two curved hands together than by moving
one hand. Second, tactile feedback allows for an easy mapping to
the physical world. For example, a medium such as fabric provides
a tangible representation of the surface to be modeled. Finally, 3D
direct interaction allows for proprioception, the understanding of a
muscle’s location based on other muscles in the body[12]. Proprioception may allow the designer to more easily transfer ideas into
muscle movements compared to transferring ideas to key strokes.
Fabric and other flexible input devices meet these requirements,
meriting further study in the kinds of interaction that can be performed on such devices. Garment design, a subset of surface design, can be accomplished by creating virtual designs using virtual fabric [7], [20]. However, physical fabric normally undergoes
several manipulations including gathering, stretching and twisting [14]. Because fabric is such a dynamic medium that can represent surfaces, we explore it as an input for surface design.
Furthermore, fabric seems to be beneficial for certain kinds of
modeling and design tasks. Garment design, given the heavy emphasis on fabric, would benefit from fabric as an input device. Interior design and architectures with irregular outlines would also
benefit from the flexible, twist-able nature of fabric. Exploring fabric interactions can also further develop wearable games.
For this work, we explored the different kinds of gestures and
motions that can be done on a flexible input surface, specifically
a piece of fabric. Comparing hands-only interactions with hands
manipulating fabric, we found interaction metaphors in how users
communicate different shapes and surfaces.
We developed Fabric3D, a system to support sketching in the
air through fabric. To explore the feasibility of such a system, we
explored point, curve, and surface-based sketching, with the fabric
being used in the latter two input devices.
2 R ELATED W ORK
The earliest examples of 3D surface design involved using a mouse
and keyboard [7] to perform such tasks as selecting a series of
points to make deformations and bumps [6]. While the discussion
can extend to 3D sketch applications that use 2D input devices such
as mouse/keyboard or pen-only [19], below we hone our work on
artistic 3D interaction applications that use 3D input devices, modeling interaction techniques, and similar kinds of flexible inputs.
2.1 Artistic Applications within 3D Interaction
3D interactions have been used for artistic applications with some
common input metaphors such as using a brush or modeling clay.
The CAVE paintings project supports 3D interactions for painting in the air using a brush, pinch gloves, and a table [9], with
later haptic support [10]. DAB also uses a virtual brush metaphor
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with a phantom input device [4]. Sheng [18] explored the sculpting metaphor by manipulating a virtual object through a physical,
sponge prop that takes finger presses, gestures and visual widgets
as input. Through informal feedback, such interfaces were easy to
learn and expressive, yet may fatigue the user. Further work needs
to be explored to see the extent of the fatigue and to compare levels
of expressiveness to other interaction techniques, especially due to
the wide range of design applications that direct manipulation may
benefit. Fabric and different mediums, in addition to a brush or clay,
need more exploration.
2.2

3D modeling techniques using 3D input devices

One of the earliest examples of immersive modeling software used
one-handed interaction techniques based on direct manipulation in
conjunction with head tracking. The system, called the Conceptual Design Space, enabled extruding shapes based upon selected
points on the ground. The intent of the system was for designers to
”experience a design as it’s being created” [5].
Systems implementing two-handed interaction, such as Shaw’s
THREAD system [17], divide up manipulation tasks between both
hands. These two-handed interactions are relevant to our work, as
both hands are actively interacting with an input device.
Lapides’s 3D Tractus acts as a 3D drawing board, with a
TabletPC and a height-adjustable stand [11]. The Tractus can draw
by using a TabletPC and varying the tablet’s height, allowing the
user to create 3D models and surfaces. This interaction is an improvement over a 2D sketch interface because a 3D line or area can
be manipulated at one time and gestures for specific manipulations
are provided. However, the interaction does not use more free form
interactions like draping or twisting, which can give different, desired effects on surfaces. A similar sketch-based interface used preselected endpoints on a sketch, a reflection plane to project in 3D,
and a 3D stylus to specify orientation [15]. These approaches put
the points of manipulation on styluses or hands. Our work departs
from this since the point of manipulation is in a tangible surface.
Augmented reality (AR) may also provide interesting interaction
techniques for surface design. Schkolne’s Surface Drawing [16] enables users to generate 3D lines and shapes through repeated markings. The work features an AR system with tools to generate lines
including hand and fingertip movements for larger or refined movements, respectively, and physical tools to rotate, bend, and erase
stokes. Kitchen tongs, used for rotation and scaling, were found
by their small user study to be the most successful tools among art
students. While our current work delves closer to virtual reality
(VR), we identified and evaluated key features for 3D interaction,
applicable to both AR and VR surface design systems.
Tangible approaches are similar to a fabric-based approach.
Ishii’s Tangible Bits seeks to incorporate mapping physical objects
onto virtual objects, including surfaces and graspable objects to
present educational spaces. They found that users understood the
metaphors well, such as understanding what a flashlight is helped
to communicate how lenses work [8]. Our work can also benefit
this ease of understanding due to the tangible nature of fabric.
2.3

Use of Flexible Input in 3DUI/VR

Pihuit [13] combined both tactile and haptic feedback by providing
a one-handed haptic device. One end of this device was substituted
with a ball made of foam. By placing pressure on this ball, users
could perform manipulation tasks as well as travel through the environment. The potential conflict arising from combining navigation
and manipulation in haptics has not been explored.
ShapeTape is a long, tracked, bendable tube which enables twohanded and direct manipulation. In Balakrishnan’s first work involving ShapeTape, the curve of the device was mapped in the virtual world. A surface was created by first positioning the ShapeTape
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and taking a snapshot of it. The reference curve was manipulated using ShapeTape, resulting in manipulations such as rotating,
twisting, and traveling [3]. In an evaluation of ShapeTape, Baillot
found that users were able to write text using one end of the device, but experienced many pointing errors [2]. Our work builds on
the concepts of ShapeTape by exploring an entire bendable surface,
and keeping two-handed interactions to support rotations, twisting,
and other metaphors. Similar imprecision concerns apply to both
ShapeTape and our work.
While precision issues may make the fabric medium inappropriate for the potentially precise movements of a designer, precision
may not be important, depending on the purpose of the drawing.
The creation may be a rough preliminary sketch or a more polished
prototype, requiring finer precision. Exploring fabric helps evaluate
what kinds of drafts would such an input be appropriate for.
3 E XPLORATORY E VALUATION
3.1 Goals
In order to explore fabric as an input device, we needed to first observe how users normally or naturally interact with fabric as input.
Users are used to seeing fabric as part of garments, outside layers
of chairs, or as decorations. Users specializing in garment design
or who manipulate fabric could imagine using fabric as an input device, but most users may not be familiar with how to interact with
a medium that they normally wear or sit on.
Even if users had some knowledge of tactile domains like molding, fabric may provide a set of interactions that could not be provided by hands alone, thus requiring further study on what differences, exist between hands only and fabric interactions.
This potential unfamiliarity motivated us to perform an exploratory study to observe and record how users would interact with
fabric. Pictorial or gestural interactions, including any domainspecific manipulations or interactions, were valid ways to interact
with fabric that had to be noted. Our goal was to produce a set of
categories of interactions to guide in design.
3.2 Participants
We had 10 participants (7 male, 3 female) recruited from the student
population of Virginia Tech, with ages ranging from 18-29. Participants had a variety of pre-existing skills including garment design,
computer science, 3D modeling, and architecture. Only one participant had no notable relevant experiences with fabric, art and design.
The entire experiment took approximately 1 hour, and participants
were not compensated. All participants performed all tasks.
3.3 Apparatus
The experimental setup involved a table and a 12” x 36” piece of
thick fleece fabric, surrounded by nearby assorted lab equipment
such as boxes, cans, and nylon straps. A video camera recorded the
participant’s movements and hand/fabric manipulations. No computer system, including tracking systems, were used.
3.4 Task
We instructed participants to communicate a specific shape or surface to a hypothetical system that would understand it. We used the
premise of a futuristic system so that participants did not need to
think about current technological constraints. The following shapes
were made, presented in increased complexity: hill, plateau, pyramid, cone, saddle, bunny, box, rolling chair, and game controller.
For each shape, the participant had to convey the shape once using hands, and once using a piece of fabric. To reduce the potential
of interaction effects between the two gestures, participants performed hand gestures first for half the shapes, randomly selected,
and used fabric first for the remaining half.
A distinction must be made that the instructions to participants
were to communicate the object to a futuristic system that would
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understand it, not make it. We had concerns that the verb “making”
would bias participants to perform an interaction technique similar
to the artisan crafts like clay molding, and could discourage other
domain-specific interactions to be presented. We also gave participants the option to use props nearby the participant’s vicinity.
3.5

Experimental Design and Procedure

The hand-only and fabric conditions varied in a within-subjects experimental design. We measured user preferences through first observing participants and interviewing them. Interviews touched on
general questions like hand strain and preference, to interaction observed, and changes in interaction.
The experiment began with a pre-questionnaire gauging skills in
relevant domains such as artisan crafts, surface design, and art. The
moderator then gave a 12” x 36” piece of thick fleece fabric to the
participant. Next, the moderator asked the participant to communicate shapes twice, once for hands only and once for the fabric condition. Throughout the study, the moderator observed different interactions attempted and performed successfully or unsuccessfully,
and changes in interaction between different shapes. Afterwards,
the moderator interviewed the participant on the interaction performed.
3.6

Hands Only

Static poses communicated shapes. One common strategy was for
the hands to be a part of the shape, such as a hill communicated
with a folded fist. Another strategy was that the hands outlined
the desired shape, as though the participant was holding the shape.
For example, participants communicated the cone as though their
hands were holding an ice cream cone. A victory or bunny-eared
hand sign, a pictorial pose, communicated a bunny’s head.
Dynamic, moving gestures also communicated shapes. Hands
sketching an outline of a hill was an additional example to communicate a hill. Alternatively, motion also helped convey function.
When asked to communicate a game controller, some participants
moved their fingers to indicate pushing buttons.
Whether the the gesture was static or moving, one or both hands
and arms were used to communicate shapes. An arm and hand was
posed like an upside-down ”L” shape, communicating a plateau.
3.6.2

Mass-based interactions were characterized by the medium, hands
or fabric, representing the solid mass of the shape. For example,
a folded palm, similar to a fist shape, could represent a hill shape.
Molding a crumpled up piece of fabric is an example of this, since
the fabric is part of the mass of the shape to design. One of the
biggest limitations with hands-only was that the hands could only
convey a small number of shapes and still be part of the mass.

Figure 1: An image of a hill using hands as a surface-based interaction. On the left, (a) shows a static posture of a hill, while more
animated, sketch based methods would move hands to the right, (b).

Surface-based interactions are characterized by the medium outlining the surface of the shape, compared to mass-based interactions
that describe the mass of the shape. Using a surface-based interaction, a hill can be communicated with a hand curved like the slope
of a hill, as shown in figure 1. Hands as the surface was the most
popular interaction for hands. Fabric also outlined the surface of a
hill in in figure 2.

Fabric

Fabric was usually draped or placed on top of hands or arms. for
the hill shape. For example, fabric was often held with both hands
and arms lifted in parallel, with the fabric draped over the hands
and arms to communicate a plateau. More dynamic gestures used
a sketch metaphor, having the fabric outline the shape, similar in
fashion to the hands only option.
Folding, rolling up, and molding were common actions that communicated shapes. For the rolling chair object, the chair base usually consisted of folds and molded, scrunched up fabric, with the
remaining unfolded portions of the fabric becoming the wheels for
the chair, and a forward motion representing a rolling wheel.
3.7

Mass-Based & Surface-Based Interactions

Results

We outline below general interactions for the shapes performed
with respect to hands-only and fabric input devices.
3.6.1

3.7.1

Discussion

While observing participants, we collected and organized a set of
interaction techniques. The sections below describe two major categories of interaction observed. The example shape used to compare
these categories is a hill.

Figure 2: An image of a hill using fabric as a surface-based interaction.

3.7.2

Static and Dynamic Actions

Both mass and surface-based interactions have static and dynamic
variants. An example of a mass-based static pose for the hill is
in figure 1(a). Animated, more sketch-like movements would then
move from figure 1(a) to figure 1(b). In both figures, both hands
actively outlined a surface of a hill.
Static poses tend to be snapshot-like manipulations. As shown in
figure 2, only part of the hill could be shown at a time. The participant would then reposition the fabric, and take another snapshot.
More continuous versions of the snapshotting metaphor, describe
the sketch metaphor.
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3.7.3 Fabric Input Device Changes
When asked about changing the fabric provided, while most liked
the soft feeling of the fabric, most wanted some way for the fabric to
hold its shape. When manipulating a portion of the fabric, another
inactive and unintended change happens in another portion of the
fabric.
3.7.4 Lessons Learned
To summarize the discussion section, below is a numbered of the
lessons learned from the exploratory study.
1. Mass-based interactions are interactions where the input is
part of the shape. The input is said to be ”inside” or part of
the mass of the shape.
2. Surface-based interactions are ones where the input, hands or
fabric, form the outline of the shape.
3. Regardless of whether the interaction is a surface or massbased, static poses and moving variant gestures helped communicate surfaces and shapes, resulting in snapshot-like and
sketching metaphors.
4. For more precise detail, fingertips outlined and molded the
shape.
5. Both hands and arms were used to communicate the shape.
6. Participants wanted the fabric to better hold its shape, when
using soft fleece fabric.
4 FABRIC 3D: S YSTEM D ESIGN
From the results of the exploratory study, we selected surface-based
interactions, shown in section 3.7.4 number 2, with the static snapshot and dynamic sketching metaphors in section 3.7.4 number 3,
as the basis for our research prototype, Fabric3D. Similar to how
hands as a mass were limited, we saw the fabric being similarly
constrained. The surface-based interactions could communicate
most if not all shapes and surfaces, and are more generic than massbased interactions. Developing systems implementing other massbased metaphors, such as molding or folding in section 3.7.4 number 1, would have resulted in additional tracking challenges, since
a user’s hands may often block markers.Such systems would also
need lightweight, embedded hardware, which would add separate
system challenges.
4.1 Hardware
Fabric3D was built with a VICON vision system, with eight cameras. The cameras tracked VICON marker input devices, with the
markers specifically placed far apart to minimize correspondence
issues. Development took place on a Windows XP Pro Dell Dimension computer with a 3.60 GHz CPU and 2 GB RAM. The virtual
space was shown through a large screen TV. The user also had a
wireless microphone headset to send speech commands and hear
audio feedback.
Alternative hardware systems besides the VICON system include the Microsoft Kinect, used in room-size installations [22] or
the use of structured light on colored gloves [21], and use color on
the surface for tracking. The VICON system was selected for rapid
prototyping.
The granularity of tracking the fabric is limited because the VICON marker spacing limitations. Other approaches may provide
more granularity than the VICON approach, but the sketching in
the air metaphor and static poses involve the fabric moving through
space. We could still learn about what user interactions occurred,
a lesson that is less dependent on tracking and more on the fabric
input device and the interface. Because we focused on interactions,
we felt the VICON system was sufficient enough in computer vision in building our system.
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4.1.1 Tracking Issues & Improvements
The VICON motion capture system specializes in accurately capturing rigid bodies, such as rigid props and human bodies. Fabric,
however, is a fluid body, in which markers can easily be re-labeled
incorrectly due to partial occlusion. Also, if a certain number of
markers are blocked, tracking stops. Both marker correspondence
and marker occlusion problems occur as a result of using the VICON computer vision system.
To tackle the challenges for tracking fabric, we developed prototypes varying in marker placements, as shown in figure 4 and 3.
We spread out the tracker markers, yet tried to keep the markers as
small as possible to make the input device as lightweight as possible.
To further optimize tracking, the physical camera arrangement
changed. The first positioning had the cameras surrounding a
sphere of tracking, with a radius of two meters. Given that the output device used a TV, the user faced one direction. We then moved
the VICON cameras to all face one direction, thus significantly improving fabric tracking.
In cases where occlusion still occurred, or when the markers did
not map correctly to the model, we also developed a simple, correcting interaction. This interaction involves folding the input device in
half, widthwise, with the markers inside the fold, temporarily occluding all markers from cameras. Then by unfolding it, the cameras usually correct the model and show the correct output for the
device.
4.2 Form Factor
Several design decisions have influenced developing a fabric based
system, with one of the most important being the form factor of the
fabric, which can vary with size, shape, thickness, feel, and knit.
4.2.1 Material and Size
As noted in section 3.7.4 number 6, the fleece fabric did not hold its
own shape. For Fabric3D, an ideal material would have the fluidlike properties of fabric, but would be sturdy enough for the user to
manipulate it and generally maintain its shape.
While the fabric itself may have been difficult to control, arms
and hands have many degrees of freedom on their own, and noted
in section 3.7.4 number 5. We explored a wide variety of fabrics,
plastics, and thick paper to evaluate which would be act as the best
input device to support arm ad finger manipulation. We selected
plastic leather and thicker interfacing fabric due to its rigidity and
flexibility.
Different fabric and tracking marker sizes change the weight and
flow of the input device as well as possible different modes of control. We explored different fabric sizes that would have acceptable tracking accuracy for the VICON system. Ultimately, smaller
marker sizes meant decreased tracking, with no signficant decrease
in fabric size.
4.2.2 Input Devices
We developed three input devices to represent three geometric
shapes for sketching. These devices were the point, the curve, and
the surface. All input devices except for the point, were based on
fabric.
The surface input device was an approximately 12” square piece
of plastic leather fabric. The virtual form of the surface is a series
of bendable triangles. Figure 3a highlights the first and smaller
prototype, but due the marker spacing issue, the markers needed to
be more spread out for improved tracking. A red fan of triangles
virtually represented the surface, as shown in figure 6. Each marker
is directly mapped to a corner of a triangle fan.
A strip of padding, interfacing fabric represented the curve input
device. If the markers were directly mapped, the result was a set
of jagged, connected lines, differing from the smooth curves of the
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Figure 3: An image of the developed prototypes for the surface input
device. (a), the leftmost image, is the first prototype, while the latest
is to the right, (b). While size changed between iterations, the square
prototypes are approximately 12”’ in length.

Figure 4: An image of the developed prototypes for the curve input
device. (a), the leftmost image, is the first prototype, while the latest
is to the right, (b).

surface. Due to marker spacing, we could not add more markers to
increase the granularity to get a more smooth appearing curve. So,
to produce smoother curves and make tracking issues less visible,
we implemented a Bezier curve between the end points of the device, and the two middle points as control points. Two prototypes
of the curve input are shown in Figure 4. The curve rendered a thin,
smooth, red Bezier curve.

Because of the hands-free design constraint, we examined several alternatives for carrying out both discrete commands, such as
saving, and continuous commands, such as moving in the virtual
environment. Proposed alternatives included having buttons on the
floor for each control or having physical zones where some continuous behavior would occur. Another alternative involved tilting the
input device to select items from a menu of commands.
A speech based interface required no additional hardware that
may conflict with the user moving freely in the space, making it
the selected choice interface for Fabric3D. Speech commands were
generally prefaced by the word “computer” to distinguish them
from regular speech.
Navigation-based speech commands, such as ”move forward”,
and ”rotate right”, enabled virtual movement in the virtual world.
Destructive commands, such as loading and clearing all drawings
were intentionally made the longest commands to guard against potential misinterpretation.
Two commands dealt with drawing in the visual space. The
“Sketch” command recorded the input device’s position ten times
every second, similar to a pen stroke on paper. The delay of ten
times per second does not make a purely continuous volume, producing gaps of a sketch if the input device was moved fast while
sketching. The “Snapshot” command simply recorded the input
device at one moment, preferably used when the device was positioned to a desired shape. Voice commands were given for navigation controls and to switch input devices.
Two halt commands exist. By saying “stop now”, all continuous
activities are halted immediately. However, if the user has planned
when to stop, the user can also say “stop”, followed by the word
“now” at the desired moment. Because we anticipated that users
would want halts to be immediate, the halting commands are the
only ones not prefaced by the word “computer”.
Two kinds of feedback are given for a correct command: text
appears on the bottom of the screen as shown in figure 6, and an
auditory ping sound plays. The auditory feedback was originally a
voice that simply repeating the commands back, but this feedback
was found to be too slow. Consequently, we chose the ping sound
instead.
4.4

Visual Interface

Figure 5: An image of the point input device.

The point input device, as shown in figure 5 was the VICON
system’s calibration wand, designed to be a very visible object. The
point device served as a control condition and as an alternative to
the use of flexible input. A single, small sphere visually represented
the point input on the screen, and the marker at end of the point
device was directly mapped to the small sphere in the virtual space.
4.3

User Controls

Because of the two-handed interaction noted in section 3.7.4 number 5, we assumed that users are holding the input device most of
the time, positioning the device to a desired position. This lesson
discouraged us from using most button or joystick controls.

Figure 6: An screenshot image of the Fabric3D system as a user
makes a palm tree. The tan polygon is the physical space, while
the red item is the input device. At the bottom of the screen, active
continuous controls appear to the left, with recently active discrete
controls on the right.
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The user interface is composed of several parts, as shown in figure 6, with all graphical elements highlighted in table 1. The tan
area represents the movable, physical space that the input device
can move within and be successfully tracked. The input device is
directly mapped onto the tan area, shown in red. To sketch in other
areas of the virtual space, or to see a sketch from other viewing angles, we used a vehicle metaphor to move both the tan space and
input device. The user navigates through the virtual space using
voice commands.
Visuals
Red form
Tan Polygon
Black and White Grid

Map to the following:
Input Device
Physical Area
Virtual Area

Table 1: Explanation of the user interface elements shown in figure
6.

5 F EASIBILITY S TUDY
We conducted a user study to explore the feasibility of using flexible
fabric as an input device for 3D sketching, and to determine the
effects of the different input devices on users’ creations.
5.1 Questions
We posed the following questions to evaluate our Fabric3D system:
• Is it feasible for novice users to create 3D surfaces and objects
using flexible input devices?
• For what sorts of objects is flexible input most suitable?
• What are the pros and cons for the use of the three input devices (flexible surface, flexible curve, and point)? What are
user preferences relevant to the input devices?
• What is the overall usability of the Fabric3D system?
5.2 Participants
Participants ranged from 19-29 years of age, with 4 female and 1
male participant. Four out of five were in technical disciplines such
as electrical engineering and computer science, with the exception
being architecture. Four out of five participants had experience with
artisan crafts, or Computer Aided Design (CAD) programs.
5.3 Experimental Task
The task was for users to create whatever they desired using the
Fabric3D system. This open-ended approach allowed us to observe
what input devices participants selected for various shapes, how
those devices were used, what usability issues were encountered,
and how well the system enabled participants to create their own
shapes.
Throughout the experiment, the moderator encouraged the user
to create until satisfied with the resulting creation.
5.4 Experimental Procedure
The study began with a pre-questionnaire outlining similar experiences in artisan crafts, 3D surface design, music, hand-based interactions such as sign language and CAD applications. The speech
recognition system will then train onto the user’s voice through Microsoft’s built-in trainer program.
After this, a practice session trained the users to the Fabric3D
system, who practiced using the system with all three input devices,
and tried every voice command. During the session, users were
instructed to draw three shapes, each either an abstract, organic, or
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geometric shape. The abstract shape was a 3D heart, the geometric
shape was a pyramid, and the organic shape was a tree. The input
device was also randomly assigned to the three different types of
shapes, so that the user could have a chance to learn which the best
combinations of shape type with input device.
After practice, users were then asked to draw whatever the desired. The moderator wrote down observations, and whenever the
user was satisfied with their creation, the user completed a postquestionnaire and discussed in an interview.
5.5

Results

The quantitative results, which were the ratings, noted general preferences and served as a guide to the participants impressions of the
Fabric3D system. The qualitative results were discovered through
open-coding of the open-ended questions, observations and interviews. Two examples of creations are figures 7 and 8.
5.5.1

Shapes using the Input Devices

The surface input device had mixed results in terms of creating objects and shapes, with the biggest hindrance being the tracking and
difficulty of control. A molding metaphor was successfully performed for the clouds in figure 7, a metaphor thought difficult to
perform due to tracking. The same figure also has the house, a geometric shape with right angles, which contrasts with another user’s
note that the surface would not be ideal for geometric shapes. Another user used the surface to draw solid volumes such as the 3D
heart.
As the curve was one of the least preferred shapes, and was not
used often. The curve was used for very abstract shapes in the later
process in figure 8, and for other thin cylinder objects like lightning
in figure 7.
The point device created a series of dots in 3D space, enabling
sketching effects. In figure 7, the dotted nature lent itself to rain
in the clouds. Another user discovered that the dotted nature of
the point device could produce shading effects for a 2D sketch of
a face. The dotted nature resulted from moving the point very fast.
One participant related point sketching to drawing a rough draft of
a creation, and another user who drew often notes how the system
supports doing random strokes, and have the creation appear.
One overarching interaction that was input device independent
was performing a rotation while sketching or snapshotting the input
device, forming repetitive volumes or lines in the design.
The nature of sketching constrained users, but users found that
their initial ideas of what to sketch evolved within those constraints
as time passed on. For example, figure 7 first started as a TV, as
noted aloud by the user. As more elements were added to the design, creations that fitted best with the device, were drawn. When
using the curve device, the user noted that “this can be my lightning!” and performed lighting in the last image. The exploratory
nature of sketching was also shown in figure 8, as completely different creations, most varying degrees abstract art, were made depending on the input device.
5.5.2

Input Device Trade-offs and Preferences

The rigid point device had a series of tradeoffs relevant to surface
design. The point device had the best tracking due to its rigid nature. Controlling a single point of manipulation, furthermore, also
by nature the most precise. Two users, including the creator of the
object in figure 8 used the space as a 2D painting. The user who
created the house figure noted that this device was “magical”.
The surface device had more mixed results. The clouds in figure
7 show a successful gesture using the clay metaphor. Two users
reported that the surface was “fun” to use, which was not said of the
other devices. Users noted that the device was difficult to control,
with many noting the inability to bend, and one noting difficulty in
creating volumes.
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Figure 7: User’s creation of a scene, with person, clouds, rain, lighting and a house.

Figure 8: User’s creation of multiple objects. The first is creation with the surface, while the second used the curve as a 2D pen. The curve
device on the right produced abstract creations.

The curve input device, particularly the smooth Bezier curve
mapping, was liked by two users. The curve had a strong disadvantage of being difficult to control and use. The Bezier curve confused
users and gave unexpected results.
Both the curve and surface device reported to be hard to control
and had tracking problems. The tracking problems are system dependent, and is suspected to influence users’ report of difficulty in
reporting the fabric devices.
Three out of five participants preferred the point input device,
while the remaining two preferred the surface device. Three participants disliked the curve the most, while the remaining two disliked
the surface the most. While the number of participants limits the
significance in preferences, we report it for completeness.
5.5.3

Usability Strengths and Weaknesses

The audio feedback and voice recognition were one of the strengths
of the system. Supporting undo/redo commands, though failed once
between devices, helped solve incorrect recognition errors. Overall,
users reported that the system was fun and interactive.
Tracking problems, influenced by system limitations, were one
of the biggest weaknesses of the system, especially with the curve
and surface input devices. Users also had difficulty perceiving
depth in the virtual space, and would try to sketch one drawing
to another, finish sketching, and rotate to find that the one drawing
was further into the screen than another, resulting in an undesired
disjoint drawing.
5.5.4

Feasibility & Applicability of Fabric Interfaces

All participants successfully created a sketch with the Fabric3D
system. One participant’s creation used all input devices, shown
in figure 7. Two participants mixed input devices to create, one of
which is figure 8. The remaining two participants chose either the
point or surface input and created solely on one device.
The most detailed drawing was the house scene, with an abstract
figurine of a person, clouds, rain, a house, and lightning, in figure 7. The depth perception and tracking issue made the Fabric3D
less precise, as participants reported having trouble pinpointing the
input’s location in 3D space.

Some works did not necessarily call for precision and more for
expressiveness. Other creations such as the more abstract curve
drawings in in figure 8, were less precise and more expressive.
When asked what forms of art would the system be suitable for,
three out of five participants included 2D Art, such as painting, on
a flat surface, 3D Art, Film and Animation, Performance Art, and
Fractal Art as their response. Artisan Crafts, Garment/Costume Design, Folding/Papercrafts, Photography, and art category of Ceramics, Pottery, Clay, and Sculpture, were selected once.
5.6

Discussion

Our evaluation of Fabric3D showed us valuable lessons about the
use of flexible input for 3D surface design. First, we saw that most
of the difficulties in producing the desired surfaces were due to
tracking problems. One of the top priorities in developing such
flexible input systems is improving the tracking to make it easier to
control.
Holding the flexible input was sometimes a one-handed interaction, where participants would wave the fabric and sketch. Overall
though, participants generally used both hands to hold and control
the fabric. Better support mechanisms, such as elastic loops under
the fabric where a user’s arms may go, may enable a user’s hands to
remain free. Props or other supporting surfaces, could also improve
the system usage as well.
The most successful strategies observed in using the flexible input was to manipulate the fabric first and then see the result. Some
users looked at the television while manipulating the fabric, and
when tracking failed, users would revert back to previous practices.
For example, when sketching a pyramid, one user exclaimed that
they could not perform it with the surface input device because of
the square shape of the fabric. The user noted that triangle shapes
would render triangles, but other users could sketch a pyramid by
lightly folding the fabric on the ground, with markers facing cameras. Users that first manipulated fabric, and secondly saw the result, tried more different sketches, and were more successful with
sketching.
Abstract shapes were ideal for fabric, due to the imprecision of
handling the fabric. Geometric shapes, while performed, where
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more difficult to achieve with fabric.
The ability to produce creations, even with the aforementioned
technical constraints, makes this a viable art application. Specifically, this system lends itself to the beginning or rough draft stages
of design, where the user may or may not have an idea of what to
create. Even with the point device, the system lends itself better to
the beginning phases of design as compared to later, more detailed
designs.
The notion of evolving designs is akin to the the goals of other
architectural applications [5], showing that the current system has
one desirable quality in this domain in design.
The point device’s success and ease of use may be a skill transfer
from using pens/pencils, styluses, paint brushes, or from other penbased interfaces. The point becomes important to incorporate in
making the system easy to use, but may also bias users towards the
rigid device compared to the more flexible devices.
6

C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK

This paper presents a better understanding of how people naturally
communicate shapes, surfaces, and objects using hands and fabric,
and a supporting sketch-based system that uses fabric as a flexible
input device. We evaluated the feasibility of the system, and offer
lessons for future systems supporting fabric. Due to the novel interactions and the exploratory nature of how the creations evolved,
our Fabric3D system represents a series of lessons learned and an
understanding of limitations in the fabric medium.
After refining current implementations to have continuous surfaces formed, we will be conducting a second, more in depth experiment to observe the benefits of 3D sketch with fabric as a dynamic
input device, with more users using the system for longer periods
of time.
The clay metaphor was also a popular metaphor, but due to the
nature of modeling and sculpting by hand, any markers placed on
the fabric may be occluded and have worse tracking issues than the
currently implemented sketch metaphor. Further exploration needs
to be made in order to best convey this metaphor on fabric, while
diminishing tracking problems.
Further prototypes with more supported metaphors should also
be explored. A computer vision approach using structured light or
depth sensors from the Microsoft Kinect may complement existing
tracking systems. An embedded systems approach may eliminate
tracking issues and support sketch, molds and folds. Design manipulations are a relevant addition to the prototypes. Collaborative
design work adds another dimension into the work, adding design
communication and negotiation.
Multiple input devices may be needed to accomplish a full range
of expressiveness. Some of the smaller, more precise tools may not
be as expressive due to repeated markings and the range of tool.
Larger tools such as that of the surface input, have a larger range,
but lose in accuracy. This trade-off must be better investigated to
produce an ideal set of tools for surface designers and artists. Different domains, whether in games or design, may also influence
which input devices work best.
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